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1. Introduction 

A critical element to achieve safe long term NPP operation will be the development and 
application of a robust method to perform safety margin evaluations in a manner that is 
technically accurate and economically efficient. We present an approach that meets 
these objectives by describing the successful pilot application of the Risk-Informed 
Safety Margin Characterization (RISMC) approach. This effort demonstrated that the 
RISMC framework can be used to identify important contributors to plant safety 
margins and the outcomes can be used to develop strategies to enhance NPP safety. 
The research also demonstrated that this approach can be applied using a reasonable 
level of resources and within a timeframe that supports effective NPP decision-making. 
 
2. Previous RISMC Research 
 
In the RISMC approach, a system is designed to possess a “capacity” which is 
specified to be sufficient to withstand any “load” that the system is envisioned to 
experience during all anticipated service conditions (including normal, transient and 
potential accident conditions). This is a probabilistic framework in which the likelihood 
of the load exceeding the system capacity is demonstrated to be acceptably small. 
However, over time NPP operation has the potential to impact the original specified 
design margins. Thus to support NPP LTO it is necessary to develop and apply a 
methodology that can effectively and efficiently evaluate the impacts and uncertainties 
on plant safety margins. 
 

 
RISMC framework applied to NPP long term operational decision making  

 
 

2.1. Regulatory Sponsored Research 

In anticipation of the possibility of NPPs extending their licensed operational lifetimes, 
the Nuclear Energy Agency Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations 
(NEA/CSNI) formed a working group to evaluate the potential impacts of NPP life 
extension, aging, and operational changes on plant safety margins. This group 
developed and applied the RISMC approach to several pilot applications. However 
these studies identified several unresolved issues that impact the approach’s 
applicability to effectively support NPP LTO decision making. 
 

1) the capability account of both epistemic and aleatory uncertainties with an 
adequate level of realism in the thermo-hydraulic analyses and probabilistic 
risk assessment (PRA) calculations, 

2) the amount of effort and resources that are needed to conduct the RISMC 
analysis, and 

3) the computational power needed to perform the required calculations. 
 

2.2. EPRI  / US DOE Sponsored Research 

To meet the challenges of extended NPP operation, the US Department of Energy, the 
Idaho National Laboratory and the Electric Power Research Institute are performing 
coordinated research to evaluate and address the technological challenges that could 
impact the safe and economic operation of the existing NPP fleet over the postulated 
extended operating time horizons. Similar to the approach taken by the NEA/CSNI 
sponsored research, the RISMC research efforts being conducted by EPRI and INL 
are being performed within the framework of case studies. However, there exist two 
significant additional objectives of the industry funded research. 

1) Address the issue of cost / resources / time required to conduct RISCM 
analysis and obtain estimates of the costs and benefits that the method could 
provide to support NPP LTO decision making. 

2) Select case studies that can serve as a benchmark for development / 
validation of the RELAP-7 next generation safety analysis code. 

3. Loss of Feedwater Event Analysis 
 
A RISMC analysis was conducted on a LOFW event at a hypothetical Westinghouse 4-
loop pressurized water reactor (PWR) with a large dry containment. The particular NPP 
design that was analyzed consisted of four model D5 steam generators and included 
both motor driven and turbine drive auxiliary feedwater (AFW) systems. The plant design 
analyzed in this case study also included high head centrifugal charging pumps and 
intermediate high head safety injection systems (HPSI). The assessments were 
conducted using the MAAP-4 accident analysis code.  

3.1. Representative Input Parameters  

The following parameters were included in this RISMC analysis: 
• Power level at start of event 
• Steam generator levels and masses 
• Time of reactor trip 
• Number of PORVs opened for F&B operation 
• Number of available trains of Safety Injection and Closed Cooling Water 
• HPSI pump flow characteristics near shutoff head 
• Pressurizer PORV flow characteristics 
• Time of AFW failure 
• Reactor Coolant Pump trip  
• time reactor feed initiated (SI actuation) 
• PCT threshold for core damage 
 

For each parameter, various data sources( e.g. US Licensee Event Reports, applicable 
emergency operating procedure guidance and representative plant PRA analyses and 
results) were examined construct a representative probability density function (either 
discrete or continuous). 
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Representative distributions for RISMC input parameters 
 
3.2. Representative Results  

The uncertainty distributions for nine of the input parameters were sampled using a Latin 
Hypercube Sampling technique. Because of the nature of the distributions for three of the 
parameters (i.e. number of PORVs opened for F&B operation, number of trains of HPSI 
and CCP available, and RCP trip) the uncertainties associated with these parameters 
were explicitly considered using an event tree structure. Each sample set consisted of 
100 LHS samples. For each of these samples a MAAP-4 simulation run was performed. 
Eleven sample sets were defined for the various combinations of number of PORVs 
opened, number trains of HPSI and CCP available, and whether the RCPs were tripped. 
In total, 1100 MAAP-4 simulation runs were performed during the conduct of this 
analysis.  
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Representative LOFW RISMC results 
 
For cases where only HPSI is available, the calculated margin is negative. This provides 
an indication that this PRA success criterion may be non-conservative. For cases where 
CCP only is available, the analytical margin is strongly positive indicating that there is a 
large measure of conservatism in these PRA assumptions. 

 
4. Conclusions and Future Work 

The evaluation and maintenance of plant safety margins will be important elements in enabling the long term safe and efficient operation of the current fleet of commercial NPPs. An 
important element of achieving this objective is the development and application of a robust method to perform safety margin evaluations in a manner that is both technically 
justifiable and economically efficient. We conducted a pilot application of the RISMC method to a LOFW event that demonstrated this approach could successfully achieve both of 
these objectives. In particular, this pilot effort demonstrated that a RISMC assessment can be performed using a reasonable level of resources and within a timeframe that supports 
effective NPP decision making. As a result of this successful application of the RISMC approach EPRI has initiated a RISMC demonstration project that will evaluate the changes in 
critical safety margins associated with a hypothetical extended power uprate applied to a large boiling water reactor (BWR) design that employs a Mark-I containment with the plant 
subject to a station blackout event. This study is in the very early stages of performance and it is anticipated that preliminary results will be obtained during the fall of 2012 with final 
results and conclusions published in the summer of 2013. 


